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This doctoral dissertation is about Chokwe’s identities, body
management, and history and socio-political understanding made
possible through a careful study of their material culture.
The thesis offers a comprehensive analysis of Chokwe’s identity
constructions, body and socio-political management, spatial
occupation and social networks from their encounter with the
Portuguese early in the fifteenth century. Established scholarly
resources into anthropology, philosophy, history, literature, religion,
economics, Art history, ethnology, traditional medicine offer a large
spectrum of expertise. The research presents the Chokwe within their
historical confinement beside their Lunda cousins. The Lunda easily
overshadow the Chokwe’s activities over centuries. Their closeness
has often made it impossible to distinguish the Chokwe separately for
many years. From the conception and the fabrication of artifacts
within a local dynamic, these objects are carved within their relations
with the Chokwe King, and the leaders of different social classes.
From the same artifacts, it is possible to find out the Chokwe’s ideas
about individual and community wellbeing taught in early initiations.
These artifacts offer a religious sense separating the sacred from the
profane. To ensure connections with ancestors, different rituals are set
around the Gombo, ritual material used in ethnic consultations.
Practically, their wellbeing is put into the hands of Tahi and
Chimbanda whose profession sources are in initiations giving a large
place to ancestors. Food contributes a lot to the sense of wellbeing and
comes as a gift from ancestors praised for making possible good
harvest, peace, and conquests. The Chokwe women have reached
social equilibrium and gender understanding in drawing resources
from oral sources and traditions. Appadurai, Ferguson, Anderson,
Comarrof, Stroeken, Derrida, Foucault, Descombes, Mudimbe and
Mbembe offered theoretical tools and fieldwork material that
facilitated research and people in their social environment. These
scholars’ resources permitted to find out that even when marginalized
by their respective governments, the Chokwe still unite over the
hinterland at the borders of Zambia, Angola, and the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. They have constantly invented and reinvented
their identities while keeping a strong cohesion and relation with their
traditional background. Innovations and respect of their backbone
move together.

